Abstract. Discovery of computer network's topology is always an important basement for network management. As IPv6 becomes the official standard, topology discovery methods should be changed as well. In IPv6 network, Anonymous Routers (AR) is one problem that we must deal with. AR is one kind of router we don't know its interface information, which makes it very difficult to find out their interconnections through common ways. This paper introduces a solution to deal with it, using source-routing traceroute command and node's degree to merge ARs or find out their relation, and finally get the topology graph.
Considering the accuracy and efficiency of network topology discovery, source-routing traceroute is still a proper method, on which is our algorithm based.
Background and system model
Traceroute can trace the route (path) that packets across IP network while source routing traceroute allows people to specify some nodes on the packets' route and trace the special path we need. According to the path we can get some information of this network and discover its topology.
A. Network Model Our algorithm is based on the result of single-source traceroute and assuming that every router supports source routing and every traceroute packet passed through a same path each time, and all the connection has the same bandwidth. Here we ignore all hosts and remain only routers to make our algorithm be easy to describe. All other non-anonymous nodes have been merged or been discovered. The network model is as Figure 1 (a) shows, in which black circles represent the ARs. shows, in which the root and leaves are non-anonymous routers and other nodes are ARs. Our work is to find out which ARs belongs to a router in real network, and which two ARs are connected directly.
Let Rij be the non-AR and ARij be an AR, both of which are not the source node. i presents router Ri, the end node of one path. And j presents the hop number from source node. For instance, path A-B can be expressed as A-ARb1-ARb2-Rb3. Then the paths can be represent as Table 1 . The purpose of our algorithm is to find out relations between all the ARij. Using single-source traceroute and source routing traceroute it is easy to get hop length between any two leaf nodes, based on what we calculate the intersection or connection of two paths and finish topology discovery. And as mentioned before, nodes' degree is used to help finding out the ARs that is directly connected to a non-anonymous router.
B. Lemmas for Topology Discovery
For convenience of description, we use Hi to present the hop number from source to Ri (the path length). Hji stands for the path length from source to Ri through Rj. As the routing strategy always makes the routing path a best way, there should be Hi<Hji. Let s=Hji-Hi=2n+k, (k={0, 1}, n={0,1,2,…,n}). Obviously when s is an odd, k=1 and n=(Hji-Hi-1)/2. On the contrary, k=0 and n=(Hji-Hi)/2. Let z=Hi-n.
When k=1, it means that except for the twice additional hop from source routing address, there is one more hop between the two paths. And there must have no intersection. From a viewpoint of mathematic, it may be some kind of connection like ARi(z-1) connects to ARj(z+1) or ARi(z+2)
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connecting with ARj(z-2) and so on. But according to the routing strategy, traceroute packet should route through the shortest way. As shown in Figure 2 (a) If ARb1 is connected to ARc3, the route path from A to C may change as A-ARb1-ARc3-Rc. Therefore situations mentioned above cannot appear in real network. So we think ARiz and ARjz are directly connected when k=1 (Figure 2 (b) ). . Topology discovered by node degree judgment While k=0, it means the additional hop caused by source routing traceroute is even, there are two cases at this time:
A) There is an intersection in the two paths It means there is an AR in each path belongs to a router in real network. The extra path length (Hji-Hi) caused by source routing is twice of the length form Rj to the intersection. As shown in Figure 3 (a) , Hbc-Hc=2.
B) There is a connection between the two paths Assume that the two interconnected routers are ARxi and Aryj. Because of connection there is one additional hop for source routing traceroute. And as k=0, |i-j|%2=1. According to routing strategy, |i-j|<2, or there must be a better way different from previous routing path. Therefore |i-j|=1, ARxi is connected to ARy(i+1), or ARxi connects with ARy(i-1), as shown in Figure 3 (b) .
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Both situations above exist in real network. Considering hardware configuration, our algorithm firstly makes ARs an intersection and if the merge conflicts from a knowing condition, we choose to connect two ARs then.
After the analysis we get two important conclusions which are basis lemmas for our algorithm as well: Lemma 1. When k=(Hij-Hi)%2=1, ARiz is directly connected to ARjz, where z=Hi-(Hij-Hi-1)/2. Lemma 2. When k=(Hij-Hi)%2=0, ARiz and ARjz is one router in real network and should be merged as one. If there is conflict then choose to connect ARiz to ARj(z+1), or connect ARi(z+1) to ARjz, where z=Hi-(Hij-Hi)/2.
As mentioned before, we also use node's degree to help topology discovery, finding out topology of ARs which is directly connect to a non-anonymous router. Non-anonymous routers' information can be got by SNMP, including their active interface number, from which we will know how many devices are connected to them. Like network pattern in Figure 1 (a) , through SNMP we can know router A has one interface. But after the single-source traceroute we find node A has 3 children (Figure 1 (b) ). According to the contrast we know ARb1, ARc1 and ARd1 are actually one router, topology becomes as Figure 4 shows. The dark gray circle presents a router merged from two or more anonymous nodes.
In our paper we put this step at first to simplify the following calculation. An actual situation would be more complex so that node degree judgment should be called whenever it was needed.
Topology discovery algorithm
In order to discover the topology of network with ARs, firstly we need the path length (hops) H from source node to destination node without source routing and order them by size. In proper order our algorithm uses the corresponding router to do source routing traceroute. That means for source routing path A-Ri-Rj, there are Hi≤Hj. After traceroute we'll get Hij, and calculate k=(Hij-Hj)%2. In the beginning these three paths are all untreated. Next we use nodes degree as a judgment to find ARb1, ARc1 and ARd1 can be merged as one like Figure 4 shows.
Then the algorithm traces path A-Rb-Rd and gets information as follow: Hbd=7, k=(Hbd-Hd)%2=0, z=Hb-(Hbd-Hd)/2=1. According to lemma 2, we should merge ARb1 and ARd1 as one, which has been done by node degree judgment. Then trace path A-Rb-Rc: Hbc=6, k=(Hbc-Hc)%2=0, z=Hb-(Hbc-Hc)/2=2. According to lemma 2, merge ARb2 and ARc2. The result comes without conflict ( Figure 5 (a) ).
At last trace path A-Rd-Rc: Hdc=6, k=(Hdc-Hc)%2=0, z=Hd-(Hcd-Hc)/2=2. According to lemma 2, we can treat ARd2 and ARc2 as one. But check conflict we see that ARc2 is ARb2. Merge ARd2 and ARc2 means merge ARd2 and ARb2. As path A-Rb-Rd has been processed before and the result is that path A-Rb and A-Rd has an intersection at ARb1 (ARd1), which makes it impossible to merge ARb2 and ARd2 again. So the algorithm chooses to connect ARd2 and ARc3, which is the proper result ( Figure 5 (b) ). 
Conclusion
In this paper we have addressed the problem of discovering computer network topology that contains anonymous routers. We give an algorithm for performing topology discovery using source routing traceroute method, which is efficient to solve the topology discover problem caused by anonymous routers.
